NEW+NEXT CLASSIC UPDATE

"19th Century Campaign Iron Canopy Bed" by RH
I love the grand statement of this bed, and the idea that it has its roots in the British military (although I can’t imagine it’s very practical setting this piece up in a field!). I would use it in the center of a bedroom—it’s so sculptural that it demands to be seen from all angles.
—Adam Hunter, West Hollywood

"Campaign Side Table" by Williams-Sonoma Home
This piece is stylish but simple, the kind of piece that can grow with someone. I’d love it in a young boy’s room, paired with graphic storybook illustrations.
—Lauren Geremia, Emeryville, California

"Jet Set Desk" by Jonathan Adler
The navy and white colors of this desk/vanity are crisp and elegant, and the brass accents look super chic against the trunk-inspired texture. It’s a timeless piece that could go in any interior.
—Nicole Fuller, New York

"Grant Mahogany Campaign Desk" by Alexa Hampton for CuratedKravet.com
I love the simplified, angular forms of campaign pieces. This updated version of a campaign desk is bigger and better suited to our everyday needs. It doesn’t overwhelm, so it could mix well with a range of other styles and periods. And that, more than anything else, is what makes it a classic.
—Alexa Hampton, New York

"L1898-01 Leather Chair" by Lee Industries
I love this chair because it feels so lounge-y and laid-back. Campaign-style furniture is wonderful because its materials age beautifully through the years. I would use this chair in a library as a contrast to the more formal upholstered seating, lending an unexpected twist.
—Frank de Biasi, New York & West Hollywood